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Pleasure

Texture, mouthfeel, surface
Bursting under force

Flavour release

Physics
Chemistry

Oral processing
Physiology

…



What is caviar / fisheggs?

Difference in size



Flavour of caviar

flavour ≈ taste + olfactory sensation + texture + mouthfeel + …



Flavour of caviar

flavour ≈ taste + olfactory sensation + texture + mouthfeel + …



Closer look



What happens?

hard, brittle soft, elastic



How to do gastrophysics with fish eggs?

Measure force - extension



How to do physics with fish eggs?

Thee different eggs / diameters

The “ultimate force”: bursting. 
The radii: 
curve 1: 4.0 mm, curve 2: 5.2 mm, curve 3: 8.1 mm.



What happens?



What happens?

Sharma, A., et al. "Strain-controlled criticality governs the nonlinear mechanics of fibre networks." Nature Physics 12.6 (2016): 584-587.



Estimate of crack force

surface tension / collagen network modulus

𝑅0 = 𝐷/2

Miao, B., Vilgis, T. A., Poggendorf, S., & Sadowski, G. (2010). Effect of finite extensibility on the equilibrium chain size. Macromolecular theory and simulations, 19(7), 414-420.

Zidek, J., Milchev, A., Jancar, J., & Vilgis, T. A. (2016). Deformation-induced damage and recovery in model hydrogels–a molecular dynamics simulation. Journal of the Mechanics and 
Physics of Solids, 94, 372-387.



Many eggs



Many eggs: bursting sensation in the mouth

The maximum force defines the “ultimate force” of rupturing or bursting. 
The radii of the eggs have been: curve 1: 4.0 mm, curve 2: 5.2 mm, curve 3: 
8.1 mm.



Caviar: smaller eggs, different perception

depends on 
portion, shape

&
„indvidual

mouth geometry ,
tongue motion,

muscle tone,
…“



What about dishes?



What about „flavours“?

volatility



Simple example: Caviar + Vodka

Harmony

Harmony

Harmony

Contrast

Contrast

Contrast



Simple example: Caviar + Vodka



Simple example: Caviar + Vodka + Blini



Simple example: Caviar + Vodka



Make it more exciting?



Make it more exciting?



Make it even more exciting?

plenty of ‘aroma space’ to fill



Make it even more exciting?



Make it even more exciting? E.g. Sake



Make it even more exciting?



Thank you for listening

happy seasons!

further reading


